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uality of Service (QoS) in IP-based networks and the
Internet has been a vision for the Internet research
and engineering community for more than a decade.

A large number of architectures, technologies, and mecha-
nisms enabling IP Quality of Service have been devised
toward enhancing the conventional best-effort IP service
model (e.g., IETF RFC 1633, IETF RFC 2475, [1, 2]). Some
of these mechanisms are already deployed in broadband IP
networks. For instance, policing, scheduling, and queue man-
agement are occasionally applied toward improving network
performance. Also, several IP network operators rely on
marking the ToS (Type of Service) byte of IP packets toward
supporting more than one class of service. Moreover, Multi-
protocol Label Switching (MPLS) (IETF RFC3031) and its
associated traffic engineering technologies have considerable
penetration in service provider infrastructures [3]. 

Nevertheless, large portions of IP networks still do not
employ any QoS mechanisms. The majority of service pro-
viders over-provision their backbones toward providing quality

networking services to their customers [4]. Over-provisioning
the IP backbones is still a very low-cost option, given that
recent advances in optical transmission technology have
increased the per-fiber available bandwidth. Moreover, con-
gestion problems in large ISPs are usually affecting a small
part of the network and can be simply alleviated by adding
more bandwidth to that small part, rather than deploying net-
work-wide traffic control mechanisms.

Over-provisioning presents inherent disadvantages, basical-
ly because it does not automatically ensure the necessary QoS,
due to the best-effort handling of data. Delay jitter cannot be
controlled since IP traffic is characterized by frequent genera-
tion of short-lived flows and burstiness at various timescales.
These factors frequently lead to poor application perfor-
mance. Therefore, QoS research targeting IP networks still
remains in the foreground. The interest in IP QoS is expected
to gradually increase due to the proliferation of mission-criti-
cal IP applications (e.g., Voice-over-IP, Internet telephony,
tele-conferencing, virtual private networks, e-commerce),
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which require stringent QoS guarantees in terms of network
latency and delay jitter. The most prominent of these applica-
tions is VoIP (Voice-over-IP), which enterprises see as having
huge potential for cost savings.

Additional IP QoS challenges are emerging as a result of
the advent of Grid Networking infrastructures. Optimizing IP
infrastructures for Grid computing demands that network
QoS schemes are re-examined in the scope of Grid-enabled
applications and middleware. Furthermore, there is a need to
associate QoS with middleware services to allow for a dynamic
exploitation of available networking services (e.g., [5]). 

Apart from posing additional challenges, the evolution of
IP networks and applications has resulted in a pressing
demand for expanding QoS research to other areas. The IP
protocol serves nowadays as a ubiquitous internetworking
mechanism bridging heterogeneous network segments. The
most prominent example is the convergence between wireless
networks and the Internet, which raises issues relating to
delivering QoS to roaming or wireless users accessing an IP
network. Also, since most backbones are gradually migrating
to all-optical solutions, QoS mechanisms need to take into
account the evolution of the respective networking technolo-
gies, such as Generalized MPLS (GMPLS). 

As a result, current IP-based infrastructures are likely to
comprise several heterogeneous segments (e.g., access,
wireless, optical), where packet-level QoS mechanisms are
not sufficient. Toward delivering QoS to end users, addi-
tional QoS mechanisms are researched and standardized
for these segments. Most of these additional mechanisms
are not controlling traffic at the packet level, and therefore
differ from IP QoS schemes. In several cases, these QoS
mechanisms have to deal with different challenges as well.
For example, QoS in wireless/mobile environments is hard-
er to achieve, since resources (e.g., bandwidth) are much
more limited and thus over-provisioning is prohibitive.
Wireless networks are associated with fundamental limita-
tions in power, available spectrum, over-provisioning cost,
and mobility, and therefore tend to have less predictable
availability, less connection stability, less bandwidth, and
more latency. However, as wireless networks proliferate,
there is a great demand for providing wireless QoS levels.
In this context, there are considerable efforts to bring QoS
into various wireless technologies. Indicative examples of
these efforts are:
• the IEEE 802.11e standard, which defines service differ-

entiation mechanisms in order to guarantee access delay
bounds to WLAN stations, 

• the introduction of service bearers for QoS provision in
UMTS settings. 

Moreover, the standard Rev. A of cdma2000 1xEv-Do offers
high data rates (i.e., 3.1 Mb/s/1.8 Mb/s downlink/uplink data
rates) and QoS support through selectable levels of priority
and latency. 

Contrary to wireless networks, where over-provisioning is
prohibitive, pure optical solutions provide immense capacity,
and the challenge there is to automate the provisioning and
management of lightpaths. Therefore, end-to-end QoS in
large-scale IP-based networks demands that additional non-
packet-level QoS mechanisms are provided along with their
interworking with packet-level mechanisms.

Having justified the value of QoS mechanisms and identi-
fied the need for further research, this survey reviews and
discusses results relating to QoS mechanisms and develops a
new focus toward advancing this research. The primary focus
is on surveying QoS mechanisms operating at the packet
level. Most of these mechanisms have their roots in conven-
tional QoS frameworks such as B-ISDN, IntServ, and Diff-

Serv. We adopt an approach that is perfectly aligned to prob-
lems encountered in most state-of-the-art networking infras-
tructures. Most of these infrastructures are highly
heterogeneous and tend to serve different goals depending
on the business objectives of the network operator or service
provider. In such heterogeneous environments, it is not real-
istic to seek a uniform global framework for end-to-end QoS,
which was more or less the vision of B-ISDN, ATM, and the
IntServ. Rather, it seems more pragmatic to focus on mecha-
nisms that deal with specific problems of particular technolo-
gies (e.g., scalable per-flow scheduling, traffic engineering,
etc.), along with interworking issues (e.g., QoS interworking
between different domains). In the scope of this article, we
refer to these mechanisms as QoS “building blocks.” This
approach is in line with state of the art IP networks (i.e.,
which span several segments and particular technologies), as
well as with emerging needs.

The idea of exploring QoS mechanisms based on the
notion of building blocks bears similarity to recent ITU-T
Study Group 13 initiatives aiming at providing an architec-
tural framework for QoS support in packet networks, with a
focus on IP [6]. This framework provides a taxonomy of the
building blocks and an initial survey of algorithms for their
realization. Moreover, it supports integration of standards
efforts addressing specific QoS network mechanisms. The
present article complements these efforts through a thorough
survey of QoS research results and their applicability to vari-
ous QoS provisioning contexts. Thus, the article bridges
building blocks with research results produced over more
than a decade. Apart from reviewing results and associating
them with QoS building blocks, a rationale on the applicabili-
ty of these results is provided. In particular, the article sug-
gests how building blocks can be combined toward meeting
the variety of objectives that are usually set for an opera-
tional network. We strongly believe that insight into these
building blocks is a key prerequisite for dealing with network
performance and optimization problems. Engineers should be
aware of the blocks/tools at hand for building the networks,
while researchers should be able to identify where further
work is needed. 

We also briefly review non-packet-level QoS mechanisms
specified in the scope of access, mobile, and all-optical net-
works. Acknowledging the fact that IP QoS building blocks
cannot provide end-to-end QoS in a heterogeneous IP-based
network (such as the Internet), we discuss QoS mechanisms
devised for other network segments such as 3G/4G networks,
access networks, and optical networks with a control plane
(such as Automatically Switched Optical Networks —
ASONs— based on GMPLS). Apart from presenting QoS
support in these networks, we also discuss mechanisms
required for their interworking with the IP QoS building
blocks. 

The rest of this article has the following structure. We
review the most prominent QoS frameworks for IP networks
and identify the main building blocks comprising these frame-
works. Having identified building blocks, we focus on algo-
rithms devised for these blocks. In particular, QoS research
results relating to the various building blocks are surveyed and
future directions are highlighted. We illustrate the interwork-
ing of various building blocks and illustrate their synergy
toward tackling particular QoS problems and operational
objectives. We complement the discussion of packet-level QoS
mechanisms with a brief review of QoS results addressing
access, optical, and 3G/4G wireless network technologies.
Along with QoS issues, internetworking schemes are discussed
toward QoS solutions spanning several network segments.
Finally, we conclude the article. 
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OVERVIEW OF QOS FRAMEWORKS

The concept of QoS in multi-service packet-switched networks
was first emphasized during the efforts for a B-ISDN frame-
work. ATM, the basis of the B-ISDN, could combine real-
time and non-real-time media streams in a fast packet
switching transfer mode [7]. Since the performance of packet-
switching is statistical, several traffic management mechanisms
had to be engineered in order to guarantee the Quality of
Service required, especially for the real-time streams.

The QoS framework of ATM was chiefly built upon its
connection-oriented nature. When a new Virtual Channel
connection is to be established through the network, the pro-
cess of connection admission control (CAC) takes place. CAC
is a set of actions that either accepts or rejects the newly
requested connection depending on the status of network
resources; the connection is accepted only if the network has
sufficient resources to guarantee the QoS of the new connec-
tion, while maintaining the QoS agreed for the already estab-
lished connections. To enable CAC to make reliable
acceptance/denial decisions, a “traffic contract” has to be
negotiated between the “user” and the “network” which con-
sists of:
• Specific limits on the profile of the traffic that the con-

nection will offer to the network in terms of well chosen
traffic descriptors (e.g., peak cell rate, sustainable cell
rate, maximum burst size, etc.)

• An ATM service class that is required by the traffic
stream and the values of the associated QoS measures:
delay, jitter, and loss.
The significance of the traffic contract is that the network

will guarantee that the connection will receive the QoS denot-
ed by the agreed class, as long as the traffic offered conforms
to the agreed traffic descriptors. In case the connection vio-
lates the agreed traffic contract, it is possible that not only its
QoS will be affected, but the QoS of other connections as
well. To avoid such situations, the network needs a way to
“police” the offered traffic in order to monitor or even
enforce that it conforms to the agreed contract. Policing of
traffic in ATM is termed usage parameter control (at the net-
work access) or network parameter control (in the network
core) and is based on the dual leaky bucket algorithm. The
user can also monitor or enforce the conformance of the traf-
fic offered by shaping the traffic. Shaping is a function similar
to policing, their difference being that policing drops or tags
cells/packets non-conforming to the traffic contract, while
shaping delays their transmission so that they become con-
forming. 

The traffic management framework currently in effect in
ATM networks has been specified in the ATM Forum’s Traf-
fic Management 4.0 specification and in ITU-T Recommenda-
tion I.356.

Apart from the CAC, policing and shaping functions,
which are the foundations of the ATM QoS framework, other
functions were also required in ATM networks in order to
support QoS. One such important function is the calculation
of network resources to be allocated to a connection. Several
resource allocation methods have been proposed (e.g.,
[8–10]). Another function relates to the selection of a routing
path for the connection through the network. Other functions
have to take place within ATM switches at the cell level relat-
ed to the scheduling of cells for transmission. Finally, com-
bined cell-based and frame-based queue management
functions such as early packet discard (EPD) and partial pack-
et discard (PPD) [11] were devised in order to boost frame-
level throughput across ATM networks.

ATM’s QoS framework targeted what is sometimes called

“hard QoS guarantees,” i.e. a set of service classes were
defined, for which QoS is specified in terms of quantitative
measures such as the cell transfer delay, the cell delay varia-
tion, and the cell loss ratio; the network has to guarantee spe-
cific bounds for some or all of these quantities depending on
a connection’s service class. Also, network elements are
explicitly instructed to reserve and allocate resources for a
connection; these resources are withheld for serving the con-
nection, while it remains established and are only released
when it is torn down. This model is well suited for a connec-
tion-oriented protocol such as ATM, since network elements
have to maintain per-connection state anyway. Obviously, it is
not efficient in a connectionless IP environment, where per-
flow state is not an inherent requirement. In general, it is still
in effect today in the scope of ATM’s current field of applica-
tion (xDSL, 3G backbones, migration from ATM to IP-based
multi-service backbones, etc.).

Nevertheless, the building blocks introduced by ATM’s
traffic management framework were also at the basis of the
first proposals for devising QoS architectures for the Internet
and IP-based networks. Specifically, admission control, polic-
ing, shaping, resource reservation and allocation, routing, and
scheduling are at the heart of the Integrated Services (IntServ)
framework (IETF RFC 1633), which is discussed in the
sequel. 

Since IP networks are connectionless, the notion of “flows”
was introduced. A flow is a sequence of IP packets having the
same source and destination IP addresses and protocol ports.
Related research focused on mechanisms for per-flow packet
classification and scheduling [12, 13] with a view to bounding
the queuing delay and/or control congestion loss. Classifica-
tion categorizes packets depending on the end-to-end flow to
which they belong, while scheduling ensures that packets of
each flow get the network resources required to achieve the
QoS desired for the flow. A mechanism was needed to specify
and reserve resources for a flow. The reservation mechanism
for IntServ was the RSVP protocol (IETF RFC 2205). Using
this protocol, an end system can specify the resources required
for a flow using a token bucket specification (the equivalent
of an ATM traffic descriptor), as well as its QoS service class
and associated parameters. 

RSVP works in conjunction with unicast and multicast IP
routing protocols to reserve resources across the path that a
flow’s packets will take. Since a flow’s path across an IP net-
work is not pinned throughout its lifetime, RSVP messages
are periodically transmitted to ensure that the reservation
remains up-to-date across the current routing path. Upon
receiving a RSVP message a network element has to make an
admission control decision depending on whether it has the
resources requested. Also, in order to enforce (or monitor the
conformance to) the specified traffic profile, shaping (polic-
ing) can be employed by the end system (network element).

Unlike the ATM QoS architecture, the IntServ specifica-
tion itself defines only the framework for supporting QoS and
is not tied to any particular service class. Two service class
specifications accompanied the IntServ standard: the “guaran-
teed service” specification (IETF RFC 2212) defined a service
class similar to ATM’s “hard QoS” service classes offering
tight quantitative bounds on delay and loss; the “controlled
load service” (IETF RFC 2211) defined a more relaxed ser-
vice class offering qualitative guarantees. Another key differ-
ence with ATM is that IntServ, and RSVP in particular, use a
“soft-state” mode to maintain resource reservations in net-
work elements, i.e. resources are released unless their reserva-
tion is refreshed. This was needed in order to cope with
possible route changes during the lifetime of a flow.

A concern about the IntServ framework was that it
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required that all network elements maintain per-flow state
and support RSVP, admission control, packet classification
based on multiple fields of the IP header (MF), and schedul-
ing. This concern, partly justified by the processing capabilities
of network elements at the early period of IntServ standard-
ization, led to the definition of the Differentiated Services
(DiffServ) framework (IETF RFC 2475). In DiffServ, only the
routers at the ingress or egress of a networking domain
(termed “edge routers”) are required to perform MF classifi-
cation; packets there will be “marked” so that their ToS byte,
termed DiffServ code point (DSCP) in the DiffServ frame-
work, indicates their flow’s QoS service class (termed per hop
behavior). Internal (or “core”) routers are only required to
classify packets based on their DSCP and apply the scheduling
discipline required in order to satisfy the QoS corresponding
to each PHB. DiffServ does not define how resource reserva-
tion and configuration of traffic management mechanisms
takes place. It is up to the network operators to decide if,
where, and how they will apply resource reservation, admis-
sion control, policing, and shaping mechanisms.

IntServ, Diffserv, and ATM’s QoS framework are the best
known cases of standardized QoS frameworks for packet net-
works. However, it seems that such frameworks are not usual-
ly adopted in their entirety, in order to serve the QoS
requirements of current networking architectures, which fea-
ture an increasing degree of diversity and heterogeneity. In
Fig. 1, we illustrate some examples of the architecture and of

the underlying technologies that can be currently encountered
in IP networks. These may comprise a variety of backbone
infrastructures ranging from SDH (Synchronous Digital Hier-
archy) and ATM to optical-switched networks that intercon-
nect various access segments such as LANs, wireless/mobile,
and broadband networks. Note that the underlying technolo-
gies are likely to have diverse characteristics in terms of trans-
mission modes (broadcast, serial, synchronous, asynchronous)
and of available capacity.

Both IntServ and DiffServ operate solely at the packet
level, free from the implications of lower-layer protocols.
However, IntServ’s deployment has been hindered by con-
cerns about its scalability and its slow adoption by end-systems
and applications, while DiffServ leaves a lot of open issues on
how network resources are reserved and allocated. 

Even though deployment of QoS-enabled networks does
not adopt any of the above frameworks in its entirety or exact-
ly as it was specified, their principles have greatly influenced
network design. In particular, the traffic management func-
tions defined by each of these frameworks constitute essential
“building blocks” for achieving QoS at the packet level. These
blocks can be used by network engineers in order to design a
QoS-enabled network fitting their particular requirements.

Figure 2 illustrates these basic building blocks, their func-
tional placement within a network, and the time scale in
which they take place. Thus, shaping, policing, classification
and marking, scheduling and queue management operate on

n Figure 1. Example architectures and underlying technologies of current IP networks.
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a per-packet time scale and reside in a network node; shaping,
however, may as well reside in an end-system. Resource reser-
vation, signaling and admission control are invoked upon
flow establishment and tear-down and involve interaction
among network nodes or between an end-system and a net-
work node. Routing and resource management may also be
triggered by flow establishment and tear-down, as well as by
topology changes or on a periodic time scale.

Another important traffic management function, not speci-
fied within the above QoS frameworks, is end-to-end conges-
tion control. The goal of this function is to try to adapt the
rate at which an end-system generates traffic to the varying
load conditions in the network. It generally makes use of
feedback signals sent to the opposite direction of the traffic
flow.

Lately, it has also become apparent that QoS provisioning
is not merely a technical matter but also a matter of organiza-
tional policy; an organization that operates a network needs a
method to control the level and granularity of QoS offered to
network users according to internal policy criteria. Thus, QoS
policy management in conjunction with an organization’s
directory services has become a hot issue and constitutes
another important QoS building block. 

QoS pricing is also directly associated with network ser-
vices that are essentially differentiated from conventional
best-effort services. Pricing constitutes a vehicle for maximiz-
ing the revenue of the service provider or the network opera-
tor. It is also a vehicle for discouraging several users from
employing quality services, thus optimizing network utiliza-
tion. Although not always directly associated with packet-level
QoS control, QoS pricing is another important component of
QoS-enabled networks (i.e., another building block). Observe
that pricing is not shown in Fig. 2.

Intensive research efforts have taken place during the last
two decades in order to devise efficient mechanisms for most
of these building blocks. In the following section, we give
insights into the main results of these efforts. Since some of
the building blocks are similar in nature (e.g., policing and
shaping) or their performance is intertwined (e.g., congestion

control and queue management), we have chosen to give a
joint presentation of the related research results; in such
cases, a research work most probably concerns both building
blocks. Therefore, we will survey the building blocks in the
following order and grouping.
• Admission control
• Shaping and policing
• Signaling and resource management
• Queuing and scheduling
• Congestion control and queue management
• QoS routing
• QoS policy management
• QoS pricing

We precede the survey of the building blocks by a brief
overview of the main traffic modeling results for packet-
switched networks. Although not a building block, traffic
modeling influences QoS research since it tries to express the
properties of network traffic in an analytic manner.

INSIGHTS ON THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF QOS
TRAFFIC MODELING

Traffic modeling is not a building block per se, yet it is essen-
tial to designing and engineering the majority of the QoS
building blocks. A traffic model is a set of rules (most usually
mathematical) governing packet generation. Based on such
mathematical models, researchers and engineers attempt to
explain traffic performance relations linking bandwidth,
demand, and performance. These relations can then serve as a
basis for applying traffic control functions, as well as for esti-
mating network performance. Given that traffic demand is
statistical, performance is likely to be expressed in a proba-
bilistic manner.

Traffic modeling research for packet networks focused ini-
tially on packet-level models. Packet-level models were
expressed in the form of stochastic processes modeling packet
inter-arrival times, as well as the packet sizes. Based on the
assumption that traffic was stationary, several stationary mod-

els were devised using known stochastic
processes (e.g., Poisson, Bernoulli,
Markov Modulated Poisson Processes)
each one concentrating on a particular
application/service (i.e. video, voice,
data services) [14]. Apart from packet-
level models, stationary models at the
burst level (i.e. considering batch trans-
mission of groups of packets), as well as
fluid flow models (e.g., [10]) transfer-
ring the modeling from the discrete to
the continuous space, were devised.
Burst-level and fluid flow stationary
models are in general less accurate than
packet-level models, leading, however,
to simpler and more tractable control
problems. 

While traffic modeling using conven-
tional stochastic processes (i.e., short-
range traffic models) has the distinct
advantage of allowing well known calcu-
lus to be applied to traffic control prob-
lems, extensive traffic studies have
demonstrated that the actual traffic
does not fulfill the stationary assump-
tion. Moreover, traffic experiments have
confirmed that packet traffic exposes
strong non-stationary, uncertainty, andn Figure 2. QoS building blocks.
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nonlinear properties. In particular, both LAN/Ethernet [15]
and WAN/Internet backbone [16] traffic expose long-range
dependence and self-similarity. Self-similar and long-range
dependent models are more complex to handle and therefore
make traffic control problems more complex. The practical
effect of self-similarity is that traffic exposes burstiness at all
timescales. As a result, the buffering capacity at traffic multi-
plexing points (e.g., routers, switches) must be much larger
than that derived by traditional queuing analysis and simula-
tions. Large buffers alleviate packet losses at the expense of
increasing delay. This delay increase can have a negative
impact on the performance of real-time and/or streaming
applications. Therefore, a bufferless multiplexing model is
preferable for real-time and/or streaming flows. On the other
hand, simple processor sharing models are probably better for
handling elastic flows, since they could render average
throughput performance largely insensitive to the detailed
traffic characteristics of the flows [17]. 

From a pure research perspective self-similarity compli-
cates the task of modeling aggregate traffic, as well as the net-
work overall [18]. This complexity is primarily manifested in
the Internet environment, due to additional challenges stem-
ming from the scale, heterogeneity, and dynamics of this giant
network. However, there are still cases where short-range
dependent models can be applied, for example in the scope of
un-congested backbone links [19]. Generally, the suitability of
a conventional Poisson model for IP traffic depends heavily
on the level of aggregation in the networks [20]. Moreover,
traffic patterns in the scope of LANs may be significantly dif-
ferent from patterns at the core networks.

Regardless of the dynamics of the traffic, traffic shaping
(illustrated in the sequel) can be employed to control the
traffic profile at certain points of the network. As a charac-
teristic example, in [21] we showed that packet shaping based
on non-linear spacing laws can result in non self-similar
aggregate traffic, giving rise to the application of convention-
al queuing theory. This kind of traffic shaping has been
proven to be applicable in the Internet, provided that shaping
parameters are carefully selected to account for negligible
spacing delay. 

ADMISSION CONTROL

Admission control determines whether a new traffic flow can
be admitted to the network without violating the QoS enjoyed
by already established traffic flows. As a result, admission con-
trol ensures that the network resources are sufficient to
accommodate new traffic. Admission control concepts have
their roots in ATM technology [22]. However, the notion was
soon extended to IntServ and DiffServ networks and is nowa-
days considered an integral building block of QoS.

Admission control is a traffic control function applied at a
flow time scale. It is a function associated with each network
element (e.g., switch, router): establishing a traffic flow along
a path of network elements requires that the flow is accepted
from each one of the elements that comprise the path. The
most crucial component of admission control is the algorithm
employed to take the admission decision. As illustrated in Fig.
3, the admission control algorithm accepts as input informa-
tion about existing traffic flows (i.e., traffic models, QoS
requirements) and available network resources (i.e., link/path
bandwidth, output port buffer), as well as information on the
incoming traffic flow and its target QoS, and returns a boolean
result relating to the acceptance or rejection of the new flow.
As also shown in Fig. 3, the acceptance or rejection decision
can be taken based on availability of resources to accommo-
date the target QoS, or alternatively based on whether the
new flow violates the QoS of existing flows. Apart from ensur-
ing QoS, an efficient admission control algorithm should pro-
vide a high degree of accuracy, thus achieving a high statistical
multiplexing gain and an overall optimal utilization of net-
work resources. Nevertheless, it should also be easily tractable,
so as to be applied in real time.

The generic CAC process illustrated in Fig. 3 calculates all
traffic parameters relating to the admission decision based on
information about background traffic, available resources, as
well as the traffic characteristic of the incoming flow. There is,
however, another important class of admission control algo-
rithms, which do not attempt an analytical calculation and
estimation of all admission control parameters. Rather, they
estimate (on-line, real-time) parameters that are essential to

n Figure 3. Generic CAC procedure: a) based on a performance metric; b) based on an acceptance region boundary.
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the admission control process. This class of algorithms is
called “measurement based algorithms.” Depending on the
scheme, the parameters to be measured relate to the traffic
model of the source (i.e., toward estimating parameters), or
performance parameters such as the packet loss ratio. Mea-
surement-based schemes have gained momentum given the
difficulties in declaring traffic descriptors, the rapid emer-
gence of new applications, as well as the potential traffic dis-
tortion as traffic travels through the network [23]. 

SHAPING AND POLICING

Closely related to admission control functionality are two
other building blocks: shaping and policing. Traffic shaping
refers to controlling the rate of outgoing traffic toward enforc-
ing a particular traffic profile (e.g., [24]). Shaping is important
in enforcing a particular traffic model at traffic sources or
traffic multiplexing points, especially in cases of bursty traffic.
In such cases, shaping retains excess packets in a queue and
then schedules them for later transmission over increments of
time (i.e., packet spacing is performed). Shaping is associated
with the existence of a queue and of sufficient memory to
buffer delayed packets. As a result, it is an outbound concept
applied to packets going out of an interface. Moreover, it is
usually associated with a scheduling function toward transmit-
ting delayed packets. Packet shaping is a salient function for
traffic flows crossing several multiplexing stages, since it pro-
vides a method to maintain their original traffic profile. This
is accomplished through (re)shaping traffic at multiplexing
points toward eliminating deviations from the original traffic
profile resulting from variable delay experienced at multiplex-
ing points. 

Traffic policing monitors traffic entering the network to
ensure that it remains compliant to a predefined profile. Traf-
fic policing drops (or marks) packets whenever the offered
traffic goes out of the agreed profile (e.g., bursts above a con-
figured maximum rate for more than an allowed burst inter-
val). Policing is usually applied to inbound traffic of an
interface. Note also that policing is commonly applied at
ingress points, on traffic that has been previously shaped to
conform to a particular profile. Therefore, it is considered as
a dual function of traffic shaping. 

Both functions feature a high penetration in the current
networking infrastructures. The network engineer should
choose to implement shaping and/or policing based on the
objectives of the network design, as well as on their relative
advantages and disadvantages. Shaping does not drop packets
unless excess traffic is sustained at high rates, resulting in an
overflow of the shaper’s buffer. Therefore, it is appropriate
for avoiding retransmissions due to dropped packets. Howev-
er, it may introduce undesirable delays for delay-sensitive traf-
fic. On the other hand, policing can also control the output
rate through packet drops. As a result, it is mostly appropriate
for avoiding queuing delays (e.g., in the scope of real-time
applications).

SIGNALING AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Signaling typically concerns network (re)configuration
requested by users and achieved within a short time interval
(milliseconds or seconds). When the reaction time for (re)con-
figuration becomes measured in minutes or hours, it is often
referred to as resource management, while even larger
(re)configuration times constitute the notion of network pro-
visioning. In all cases, the (re)configuring action involves
establishing (or modifying) information used by routers or
switches to control their forwarding actions, including for-

warding (routing) information, classification rules, and/or
queuing and scheduling parameters. Without the discussed
(re)configuration practices, the networking elements (routers
and switches) follow standardized behavior (e.g., FIFO best-
effort forwarding) that is explicitly or implicitly defined by
implementation agreements or specifications.

Today’s Internet routing protocols, such as Open Shortest
Path First (OSPF) and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), rep-
resent a form of free-running signaling, where the signaling
topology changes and the respective routing information is
forwarded among the routers under their care. Protocols such
as Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) were developed
expressly for the purpose of signaling additional QoS informa-
tion along existing paths and associating it with specific classes
of traffic. In the absence of RSVP-signaled QoS parameters,
routers apply only provisioned or standardized CQS (Classify,
Queue and Schedule) rules.

RSVP provides QoS guarantees by enabling applications to
make requests to reserve ahead of time network resources for
their explicit use. The network would respond to the reserva-
tion requests by explicitly admitting or rejecting the request.
Once a reservation path for a request has been established,
this reservation must be periodically refreshed through appro-
priate RSVP signaling messages for the whole duration of the
transmission. The RSVP process provides a hard guarantee of
whether an application request can be served or not. It also
provides guarantees over the quality level of the service,
meaning that if a reservation request is accepted then the
application will receive the requested QoS. 

RSVP constitutes the prevalent signaling protocol for the
IntServ QoS framework. IntServ defines the models for
expressing service types, for quantifying resource require-
ments, and for determining the availability of the requested
resources at relevant network elements. In the RSVP/IntServ
architecture, RSVP is responsible for signaling per-flow
resource requirements to network elements using IntServ
parameters. In turn, these network elements would then apply
IntServ admission control to the reservation requests. Note
that in the case of the reserved resources, these are only used
by the requester and are isolated from other traffic. Generally
speaking, the RSVP/IntServ architecture aims at transcending
traditional protocol boundaries by defining a universal set of
rules for enabling QoS to take place on any network topology,
although as of yet it has only been clearly defined for IP-
based networks.

A key lesson learned from RSVP is that in order for a QoS
signaling protocol to be successful it must not add overhead
burdens to the underlying networking elements. This require-
ment is addressed in the Diffserv QoS framework, which
“flags” each packet that travels the network with a traffic class
identifier, namely the differentiated services code point
(DSCP). The network can then apply forwarding rules specific
to that traffic class. In this context, service level agreements
(SLAs) concern aggregate traffic of the same class and not
individual flows. 

Diffserv is promoted as a scalable QoS solution. However,
despite the simple concept of packet labeling, the DiffServ
inner workings are quite complex, featuring a series of traffic
conditioners, shapers, and markers governing the process of
differentiating traffic classes. A thorough understanding of
this form of traffic engineering is essential for the purpose of
designing seamless internetwork protocol mappings.

Another important issue regarding Diffserv concerns the
resource management strategy in each underlying networking
node (RSVP solves this issue for Intserv). This strategy consti-
tutes the major task of bandwidth brokers (BBs) [24]. In gen-
eral, a BB undertakes the following tasks: the negotiation of
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SLAs with BBs of neighboring domains; the translation of
SLAs into one or several traffic control agreements (TCAs)
for edge devices; and the delivery of the TCAs to the edge
routers of the administered domain.

QUEUING AND SCHEDULING

In packet-switched networks, packets contend for access to an
outgoing transmission link, since the instantaneous rate at
which packets arrive for transmission to that link may exceed
the link’s capacity. This is why packet-switching nodes use
buffers, where packets arriving at a rate greater than the link
capacity are queued and wait for transmission.

Packet queuing and scheduling is the mechanism that dic-
tates which of the packets waiting in a link’s buffer will be
selected for transmission. Obviously, the simplest scheduling
mechanism (or “queuing discipline”) is first-in-first-out
(FIFO) queuing, in which the packets are queued in a single
queue in the order that they arrive and are transmitted in that
order. This simple discipline guarantees ordering of packets
belonging to the same flow, but it suffers from two weakness-
es: it permits misbehaving senders to exhaust network
resources, and it does not permit differentiation of perfor-
mance levels.

In order to alleviate the above weaknesses of FIFO queu-
ing, other scheduling disciplines have been developed.

Fair Queuing (FQ): Packets of each flow are queued in a
separate queue. These queues are then serviced in a round-
robin mode. Fair queuing extends round-robin queuing by
taking into account the count of bytes serviced from each flow
rather than the count of packets, so as to implement fairness
among flows with large and small packet sizes [25].

Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ): This scheme is based on
the same principles as fair queuing, with the difference that
each queue is assigned a weight and the number of bytes ser-
viced from each queue during each round is proportional to
this weight. Parekh and Gallager [26] proved that WFQ for
token bucket-shaped flows with appropriate weight selection
can provide absolute delay bound guarantees. The develop-
ment of FQ/WFQ was followed by extensive research, which
led to the development of several algorithms similar in con-
cept with WFQ such as Delay-EDD [27], VirtualClock [28],
and MARS [13]. Also, as we mention in the sequel, FQ/WFQ
has formed the basis of other, more scalable queuing schemes
such as CBWFQ, HPFQ [29], and CSFQ [30].

Non-Work-Conserving Scheduling: The above schemes are
work-conserving scheduling algorithms, in that the link is
never left idle if there are packets in the queue. In non-work-
conserving scheduling, the packets are not allowed to leave
early. Several non-work-conserving scheduling algorithms
have been proposed: Stop-and-Go Queuing [31], Hierarchical
Round Robin [32], and Jitter-EDD [33]. All these algorithms
typically deliver higher average delays in return for lower jitter
[34]. 

All the above scheduling schemes constituted the initial
proposals for packet scheduling. They have been thoroughly
studied; overviews and comparisons can be found in [34].
They were developed having in mind that each individual end-
to-end flow is serviced by a separate queue, in order to maxi-
mize fairness among flows. However, such an approach leads
to scalability problems in a core node, where a large number
of flows are serviced. To deal with such problems, class-based
queuing and hierarchical link-sharing schemes were intro-
duced.

Class-Based Queuing (CBQ) and Hierarchical Link Shar-
ing Schemes: According to these schemes a queue does not
service an individual flow, but rather an entire class of flows,

which require similar queuing treatment (i.e. have similar QoS
requirements). To guarantee fairness among the flows of the
same class, a per-flow scheduling scheme (e.g. FQ) may be
applied to this class. This will eventually create a hierarchy of
scheduling schemes that determine how a link’s bandwidth is
shared first among top-level classes, then among flows of the
same class, or second-level (sub-)classes of the same top-level
class, and so on (e.g., [35]). Several variants of the initial CBQ
idea have been proposed, most of them combining concepts
of FQ with CBQ, such as Hierarchical Packet Fair Queuing
(HPFQ) [29], Hierarchical Fair Service Curve link sharing
[36], and Class-Based WFQ (which is an implementation of
WFQ for class aggregate flows adopted by some manufactur-
ers, e.g. [37]). A different approach for a class-based schedul-
ing scheme is the Waiting Time Priority scheduler (WTP)
[38], which aims at keeping stable the ratio of the queuing
delays experienced by different assured forwarding classes in a
DiffServ architecture.

Core-Stateless Fair Queuing (CSFQ): Another approach
for alleviating some of the scalability problems of the per-flow
FQ scheme has been proposed in [39]. The idea is that the
state associated with an end-to-end flow, which is required to
preserve fairness (such as the offered traffic rate) is calculated
by the edge nodes and inserted into each packet as a label
(“dynamic packet state”). Core nodes do not need to maintain
any per-flow state, they only need to compute what should be
the fair share of resources that needs to be allocated to each
flow. This results in a “stateless core” (SCORE) [40].

Joint Scheduling and Buffer Management (JoBS): A
recent approach has been to combine packet scheduling with
queue management, in order to achieve strong service guaran-
tees with moderate implementation complexity [41].

From an implementation perspective, CBQ and variations
are the most widely adopted by device manufacturers and net-
work designers, since they allow for the greatest flexibility in
configuring the scheduling discipline for a link. A common
configuration for highly delay-sensitive traffic (such as VoIP
or virtual-leased line service), establishes a strict priority
queue, i.e., packets of other classes are transmitted only if this
queue is empty, while for other classes a class-based WFQ
scheme is used. However, this requires that strict-priority traf-
fic has to be policed at the network entrance, so that it is kept
at a low percentage of the total bandwidth (e.g., 20–40 per-
cent, as suggested in [37]) in order to avoid starvation of other
classes.

Multi-Stage Queuing and Scheduling — Most research
efforts on scheduling assume that the network nodes
(routers/switches) are based on an output queuing architec-
ture; i.e., when a packet arrives at an input port, it is trans-
ferred as quickly as possible to the buffer of the
corresponding output port. This means that for a node with
N ports, output buffer memory should be accessible at a rate
N times the maximum line rate, so as to avoid contention. It
is evident that such an architecture, though simple and effi-
cient, exhausts the capabilities of packet memory when the
line rates reach the gigabit scale. To avoid such a scalability
constraint, a node may queue the packets at the input ports
only. The drawback of input queuing (assuming FIFO
queues) is that, at a given moment, only one packet from one
of the N input ports can be switched to a specific output port.
This means that in the case where the first packets of two
input queues are destined for the same output port, one of
them will have to wait, thus possibly delaying the next packet
in its queue, although this may be going to a different (and
available at that moment) output port. This is called head-of
line blocking (HOL). 
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To limit the HOL effect of input queuing, the Virtual Out-
put Queuing (VOQ) architecture was proposed. In this tech-
nique, each input port maintains a separate queue for each
output port. One key factor in achieving high performance
using VOQ is the scheduling algorithm, which is responsible
for the selection of packets to be transmitted in each time unit
from the input queues (or VOQs) to the output lines. This
algorithm has to retrieve the state of all N2 input queues,
compute a (pseudo-)optimum matching, and perform the
switching accordingly, all within one cycle. In addition, the
scheme must arbitrate fairly among inputs and outputs and
not cause starvation of any queue. Several algorithms, such as
Parallel Iterative Matching (PIM), iSLIP, Oldest Queue First
(OQF), and Longest Queue First (LQF), have been proposed
in the literature (see [42, 43]). It was shown that with as few
as four iterations of the above iterative scheduling algorithms,
the throughput of the switch exceeds 99 percent. 

In view of the limitations of the two “pure” architectures,
most recent proposals strive to combine the performance of
output queuing with the scalability of VOQ-based input queu-
ing. Such an architecture distributes the scheduling process to
the input-port schedulers, which need only resolve contention
at an input port (and not across input ports as in a VOQ-only
node) and to the output port schedulers, which perform classi-
cal output queuing schemes. This is depicted in Fig. 4.

An important issue in such multi-stage queuing nodes is
the application of scheduling schemes for QoS support. The
difference between guaranteeing the QoS in a multi-stage

queuing node and doing so in an output-queuing node is
mainly due to the in the latter case, scheduling of packets
enqueued in different outputs can be isolated from one
another. However, in a multi-stage queuing node some
packets may not be promptly scheduled across the switching
fabric by the VOQ scheduler. Consequently, they may lose
their chances of being serviced in time, which will result in
violating their QoS. 

Therefore, the key point for providing QoS guarantees in a
VOQ node is to design a scheduling algorithm that can guar-
antee that queued packets are transmitted across the switch
fabric promptly according to their QoS requirements. If the
delays of queuing packets can be guaranteed, the employed
scheduling algorithm will not lead to “starvation” for queued
packets at any port. A number of algorithms using different
methods to solve this problem have been proposed (e.g., [42]).
Basically, these schemes are based on dividing each VOQ to
different sub-queues per flow or per class of service (CoS).
Their implementation difficulty has probably been one of the
main reasons to move from IntServ-like guarantees to more
qualitative guarantees. At the output queues, classical schedul-
ing schemes can be applied.

In fact, many current high-capacity routers have adopted
such architectures combining VOQ and output queuing with a
non-blocking switch-fabric. For example, the Cisco GSR
router uses a Modified Deficit Round Robin scheme for ser-
vicing the per-CoS VOQs as well as the per-CoS output
queues.1

n Figure 4. Combined VOQ with output queuing architecture.
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CONGESTION CONTROL AND QUEUE MANAGEMENT

Congestion control is an end-to-end mechanism designed to
adapt traffic sources to the varying load conditions of a pack-
et-switched network. When the network load increases to the
point that congestion occurs or is imminent, congestion con-
trol should somehow “signal” the source to throttle back in
order to avoid or reduce congestion. In IP-based networks,
congestion control is mainly performed by the transport-layer
TCP protocol (IETF RFC 2793). TCP controls congestion by
adhering to a principle of “conservation of packets,” i.e. the
amount of information transmitted by the sender should be
equal to the amount of information received and acknowl-
edged by the receiver plus a “congestion window” which
expresses, at any moment, the amount of information that is
allowed to be offered to the network without receiving any
Acknowledgment. The congestion window (Cwnd) size is the
main parameter that controls the network load generated by a
TCP session. At the initiation of a TCP session, Cwnd is set to
one packet (or “segment” in TCP terms) and follows a “slow
start” phase, during which it increases exponentially, until
congestion occurs.2 For TCP, no explicit signaling is required
from the network’s side to notify sources of congestion.
Rather, a packet drop in the network (sign of congestion) will
result in the expiration of an Acknowledgment timer at the
source, which will then multiplicatively decrease its congestion
window size by a factor of 2. After the first packet drop, the
TCP sender enters the “congestion avoidance” phase, during
which the Cwnd size increases linearly.3

Network nodes can play an active role in TCP congestion
control, even without having any explicit signaling to the
sources. The nodes can yet signal the sources by dropping
packets from their queues, when they judge that their load is
excessive. This will result in an Acknowledgment timeout,
hence in a source throttling. Such a mechanism is called
queue management (or buffer management).

The most obvious queue management scheme, called “tail-
drop,” is to drop packets when a queue has reached its maxi-
mum size. This scheme has two drawbacks. First, it tends to
maintain long queues for significant periods of time, which
leads to large average end-to-end delays and cannot effective-
ly control larger periods of congestion. Second, it results in
many sources throttling back simultaneously (i.e., at the time
the queue fills up) and then ramping up together again, which
means that eventually they will have to throttle back again
when they fill up the queue. This synchronization leads to an
oscillation effect (in and out of the tail-drop phase) and pre-
vents the network from operating in a stable manner.

To prevent this from happening, network nodes can be
more active in managing their queues. Active Queue Manage-
ment (AQM) can be performed by letting the nodes randomly
drop a packet before the queue is entirely full, with a proba-
bility that is a function of the current (and possibly also the
recent past) queue size. Random Early Detection (RED) [44]

was the first AQM technique proposed. RED calculates an
exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) of the
queue length. After the EWMA exceeds a certain queue
threshold, the router begins to randomly drop newly arriving
packets with a probability that is proportional to the EWMA.
This prevents concurrent throttling of all the flows and thus
reduces synchronization problems. 

However, the rather simple control law of RED proved
hard to tune and inadequate to achieve high throughput, short
average queue size, and stability under a wide range of traffic
conditions [45], its main disadvantage being its slow response
to sudden traffic bursts. This is why research on AQM
schemes remains an open issue. In [46] the TCP/AQM system
has been studied as a closed loop control system and new
AQM techniques were suggested using a control-theoretic
design approach. An extended control-theoretic study and the
design of more robust AQM schemes are given in [47].

The above studies have made clear that congestion control
is based on an end-to-end transmission protocol complement-
ed by a queue management scheme. Apart from investigating
the queue management techniques, there are several
approaches that attempt to improve the source protocols.
Some of these approaches were oriented toward improving
TCP operation. 

For instance, the Fast Retransmit algorithm was proposed
to increase TCP throughput [48]. Fast Retransmit enables the
sender to avoid waiting for the retransmit timeouts to expire
before retransmitting packets. To achieve this, a TCP receiver
should send an immediate duplicate Acknowledgment when it
receives a segment out-of-order. This Acknowledgment will
convey to the sender the sequence number of the last segment
received in order. If a segment is dropped in the network, all
subsequent segments will trigger the receiver to send dupli-
cate Acknowledgments, with the same sequence number. Fast
Retransmit dictates that the sender immediately retransmits
the first unacknowledged segment, after receiving three such
duplicate Acknowledgments. Also, Cwnd is set to one seg-
ment and the “slow start” phase begins again. 

In current TCP implementations (such as Reno and
NewReno), Fast Retransmit is complemented by Fast Recov-
ery (IETF RFC 2581). According to Fast Recovery, after
three duplicate Acknowledgments, the Cwnd size is decreased
multiplicatively by a factor of 2 and the sender remains in the
“congestion avoidance” phase, instead of commencing the
“slow start” again. This results in a more stable behavior,
since Cwnd varies around a size, which is optimal for the cur-
rent network load. NewReno (IETF RFC 3782) achieves
improved performance over Reno by changing the behavior of
a sender, when an Acknowledgment is received for some but
not all of the segments that were “outstanding” when Fast
Recovery began. In such a case, NewReno will consider that
the first unacknowledged segment was dropped and will
immediately resend it and will stay in Fast Recovery phase,
whereas Reno will wait for three duplicate acknowledgments
before resending the segment.

The Reno and NewReno improvements to TCP involve
modifications to the sender side only. Since the most domi-
nant TCP senders in the Internet are the server applications
(Web, FTP, e-mail, etc.), these improvements smoothly
became the most common case in the Internet, as most major
operating systems have adopted the NewReno mechanisms. 

However, other proposed modifications to TCP involve
both the sender and the receiver. For instance, to avoid drop-
ping packets (and hence retransmitting them) in order to sig-
nal congestion, the Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN)
capability was proposed and added to TCP (IETF RFC 3168).
ECN allows the router to mark a packet on its way to the des-

1 see the URLs:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/routers/ps167/products_white_p
aper09186a0080091fdf.shtml,
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/routers/ps167/products_white_p
aper09186a0080091fdc.shtml

2 Actually Cwnd increases by one for each acknowledged segment in that
phase, hence the term “slow start”; however, this results in Cwnd doubling,
when all segments within the current window are acknowledged in time.

3 Now, Cwnd increases by one when all segments within the current win-
dow are acknowledged in time.
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tination instead of dropping it. A TCP receiver receiving an
ECN-marked packet would convey this information back to
the sender on a subsequent response. A TCP sender should
react to ECN in the same manner is it reacts to a packet drop.
Avoiding packet drops just to signal congestion results in
improved throughput. All recent AQM studies take into
account the effect of ECN. Several research efforts also
focused on the addition and exploitation of a Selective
Acknowledgment (SACK) option to the TCP header (IETF
RFC 2018) [49]. The SACK option can be sent by a receiver
to acknowledge reception of non-contiguous blocks of data.
Thus, in the face of multiple dropped segments, the receiver
can inform the sender about all segments that have arrived
successfully, so the latter need only retransmit the segments
that have actually been lost. Another notable approach is Fast
TCP, which proposed and evaluated several modifications in
the TCP sending operation [50]. Other proposals focused on
the issues that must be dealt with in modern high-bandwidth
and long-distance networks, such as the Explicit Control Pro-
tocol (XCP) [51]. 

To sum up, although some years ago it was deemed that
the ratio of TCP to non-TCP traffic in the Internet was going
to decrease, several factors such as the incessant growth of the
Web, the interest in Grid computing, and the introduction of
distributed computing frameworks based on HTTP (Web ser-
vices) led to a revived interest in TCP-related research.

Although modifying both the sending and receiving opera-
tion of TCP yields promising results, a major issue with such
approaches is that they require modifying TCP/IP stacks of a
considerable number of end-systems. On the other hand, most
routers currently run a version of RED; introducing new
AQM schemes involves much fewer devices and could be
done incrementally, e.g., by first upgrading router software in
specific portions of the network.

Congestion control has also been applied to several kinds
of non-TCP traffic. For instance, media playback applications
can monitor network congestion and revert to a less band-
width demanding encoding. This is especially applied in the
context of layered media encoding schemes such as MPEG-2
and MPEG-4 [52].

QOS ROUTING

The task of routing in IP networks is to perform hop-by-hop
forwarding of a packet from the source to its destination.
Each router forwards the packet either to another connected
router or to its destination according to its routing table and
forwarding information base. Conventional IP routing is based
on a best-effort model: selecting the path with the minimum
cost, which is usually inversely proportional to the capacity of
the links. However, the emergence of applications with QoS
requirements has given rise to routing based on additional
constraints, such as delay or bandwidth constraints. Routing
based on additional constraints is a key requirement to pro-
viding QoS guarantees. Therefore, the associated routing
mechanisms and protocols are characterized as constraint-
based routing or QoS routing. Apart from supporting QoS
requirements, constraint-based routing is also important for
creating virtual IP paths, which are the cornerstone of VPN
services. Furthermore, it allows avoidance of congested paths.

QoS routing constitutes a rather complex topic with several
facets. Complexity arises from the multitude and diversity of
QoS requirements imposed by IP applications, which are like-
ly to target a variety of constraints including delay, delay jitter,
bandwidth, etc. Problems with multiple constraints are usually
not easily tractable, and in some cases impossible to solve. At
the same time QoS routing has to deal with-best effort traffic

that aggravates the computational complexity. Furthermore,
as QoS routing algorithms need to take into account real-time
data (e.g., changing paths, traffic conditions) there are a host
of issues affecting the scalability and deployment of QoS rout-
ing mechanisms. 

QoS routing algorithms can be classified into various cate-
gories. One possible classification is between intra-domain
and inter-domain routing algorithms. Most research has
focused on the intra-domain problem, i.e. building routing
tables in the scope of a single administrative domain. Several
solutions have been proposed toward satisfying bandwidth
[53], delay [54], and in several cases multiple constraints [55].
These routing solutions deviate from the conventional link-
state protocols (e.g., OSPF) and distance vector protocols
(e.g., RIP) toward taking into account additional constraints. 

Contrary to intra-domain routing, inter-domain routing is
designed to route packets across administrative domains. In
the inter-domain routing problem, routing information is
aggregated based on the hierarchical structure of the IP net-
work (e.g., the Internet) toward reducing the global state of
the problem, and therefore achieving scalability. The Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the dominant protocol allowing
exchange and dissemination of inter-domain routing informa-
tion. Appropriate filtering of BGP requests has been proven
capable of optimizing the use of network resources across
domains, toward providing QoS [56].

QoS routing can also be classified under two different
paradigms. The first paradigm pertains to the shortest-path
routing model, where the aim is to calculate the shortest path
that satisfies specific QoS requirements. Most of the relevant
approaches have strived to appropriately extend link-state
protocols (e.g., IETF RFC 1584, [57], [58]) or alternatively
distance vector algorithms (e.g., [59]). The majority of these
solutions address bandwidth constraints. However, there are
also schemes that address delay constraints (e.g., IETF RFC
1584) or combinations of bandwidth and delay constraints
(e.g., [60]). 

Except for shortest-path QoS routing, there is also another
paradigm aimed at pinning routing paths that handle aggre-
gate traffic flows that match certain QoS or source-destination
criteria. This mode of operation is aimed at changing routes
toward capturing long-term variation of the traffic load and is
characterized as traffic engineering (IETF RFC 3272). Traffic
engineering is performed by computing paths that are able to
accommodate slowly changing aggregate traffic patterns,
according to multiple constraints. This can be accomplished
through extending conventional routing protocols to monitor-
ing network performance and accordingly directing traffic to
pre-computed paths. Traffic engineering is acknowledged as
an important control mechanism, which is constantly gaining
momentum. It is no accident that one of the major advantages
attributed to MPLS technology is that it supports the deploy-
ment of traffic engineering mechanisms (characteristic exam-
ples can be found in [61, 62]).

Another distinction of QoS routing schemes is between
unicast and multicast. Unicast QoS routing solutions relate to
establishing a path between a given source and a destination
subject to QoS constraints, while multicast routing (e.g., [63,
64]) addresses the discovery of a tree covering a source and
multiple destination nodes subject to a set of constraints. 

Concerning the strategy for computing the routing path,
we can distinguish source, distributed, and hierarchical rout-
ing algorithms. In the scope of source routing algorithms,
(e.g., [55, 58]) each node maintains global state allowing com-
putation of the end-to-end path at the source. Thus, a dis-
tributed problem is transformed into a centralized one. In
distributed routing algorithms (e.g., [65]) the path computa-
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tion is conducted in a distributed manner by the intermediate
nodes comprising an end-to-end path. Finally, hierarchical
routing algorithms (e.g., [66]) allow computation of routing
paths in the scope of multilevel hierarchies constructed based
on appropriate groups of nodes.

QOS POLICY MANAGEMENT

Toward provisioning QoS over heterogeneous networks, all
the building blocks discussed above have to work together
according to appropriate policies. The necessity for combined
blocks operation imposes the QoS policy management build-
ing block. The most widely adopted specification for QoS ser-
vice offerings is the Service Level Agreement (SLA) and
Service Level Specification (SLS). SLAs describe the charac-
teristics of the service offering and the responsibilities of the
parties involved for using and providing the offered service.
The SLSs give the technical characteristics of the service
offered in the context of a SLA. The service technical charac-
teristics refer to the provisioning aspects of the service, e.g.
request, activation, and delivery from the network perspective.
For example, a SLS can include the following attributes: SLS
identification, scope of SLS (ingress and egress points), flow
identification (e.g., DSCP), traffic conformance and character-
istics, traffic excess treatment, performance guarantees to be
given to the traffic (in terms of delay, jitter, loss, bandwidth),
etc. Non-technical service provisioning aspects, such as billing,
security, authentication, etc., are part of an overall SLA and
not part of a specific SLS. Generally speaking, SLSs are an
integral part of a SLA, and conversely a SLA includes various
SLSs. 

There is a clear distinction between SLA negotiation pro-
tocols (such as SNAP [5]) and QoS-signaling or reservation or
QoS-enabled session control protocols (e.g. RSVP, SIP (Ses-
sion Initiation Protocol)). Specifically, SLA negotiation proto-
cols are used for agreeing on QoS policies provided by the
SLA under negotiation, whereas QoS-signaling or reservation
or session control protocols are used for signaling/requesting
the level of QoS that users require, considering that the
respective SLAs with the network or service providers have
already been agreed. SLA negotiation protocols operate at
service subscription epochs, where users subscribe to the
desired services offered by the providers, while QoS-signaling
or reservation or session control protocols operate at service
invocation epochs, where the users call for the services to
which they have been subscribed. The distinction between ser-
vice subscription and invocation is essential; usually a AAA
(authentication, authorization, and accounting) function will
check conformance of user service invocation requests against
service profiles agreed during service subscription.

Prior to sending user traffic across multiple domains, it is
necessary that SLAs between service providers (SPs) and net-
work providers (NPs) or between NPs are also negotiated and
put in place. Network resources are usually allocated in an
aggregated level through different means after the subscrip-
tions have taken place and during network provisioning cycles.
After the allocation of resources, the service may be invoked
for sending user traffic. In this context, the provider-level
SLAs do not handle individual user streams but aggregated
flows, which requires certain end-to-end QoS guarantees.

Usually a network operator applies its own policy-based
management rules through a set of a PDPs (policy decision
points) and PEPs (policy enforcement points) [67]. PDPs are
likely to use an LDAP-based (Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol) directory service for storage and retrieval of policy
information. The harmonized functionality among heteroge-
neous network domains can be achieved at the PDP level

through a distributed management system coordinating all the
involved PDPs. In this way, the underlying network manage-
ment system of each network domain remains unaffected. A
protocol, such as COPS (Common Open Policy Service)
(IETF RFC 2748), conveys self-identifying objects for relaying
policy decision and reporting. This communication protocol is
appropriate for PEP-PDP exchange messages. Appropriate
COPS extensions can be used for the QoS management of
PEP/PDP nodes of both IP and non-IP networks.

PRICING

The provision of services that feature better than best-effort
quality in the scope of IP-based networks is directly associated
with the availability of pricing schemes [68]. Service providers
offering quality services must charge for them toward maxi-
mizing their revenues, while also avoiding unnecessary
overuse and over-allocation of network resources. Thus, in a
QoS environment pricing schemes serve as a vehicle to guid-
ing users to use the level of service best matching their
requirements, while also enforcing some sort of social fairness
[69, 70]. One may argue that pricing for network services is
probably impacted more from the service providers and net-
work operator marketing and business strategies, rather than
engineering facts. While this is true to a great extent, pricing
policies are also influenced by engineering issues. 

The most widespread pricing schemes fall into the class of
flat pricing strategies. Flat pricing schemes charge users a
fixed amount for a specified time period, independent of
usage. The major advantage of flat pricing is its simplicity, as
well as its independence from particular network technology,
protocols, or QoS mechanisms. The major disadvantage of flat
pricing is that it provides no pricing differentiation for users
enjoying different quality levels. As a result, flat pricing per-
tains to over-provisioning mechanisms and is therefore hardly
combined with traffic management and congestion schemes.
In fact, the prevalence of flat pricing is debated as one of the
factors combating QoS deployment, since it does not support
service providers in recovering additional cost for deploying
QoS. 

A direct extension of flat pricing, called “Paris Metro”
pricing [71], applies different flat rates to different logical
divisions of a global network, resulting in lower network uti-
lization and therefore better quality in higher priced logical
networks. While this approach improves the quality enjoyed
by several user groups, it is not appropriate to support service
differentiation resulting from traffic control functionality, such
as this illustrated in the scope of previous paragraphs.

Priority pricing [72] is a scheme associated with service dif-
ferentiation, since it allows users to mark the relevant priority
of their packets and be charged accordingly. Several priorities
based on different criteria (such as delay and loss) can be
defined in the scope of priority pricing. Priority pricing
acknowledges that network resources are precious and there-
fore is appropriate for use with traffic management schemes.
Relevant priority criteria for charging are also used in the
scope of smart-market pricing, which adopts an auction/mar-
ket-based approach toward charging for usage in periods of
congestion.

Pricing based on effective bandwidth (see also the subsec-
tion on “Admission Control”) constitutes the most representa-
tive form of usage-based pricing. Effective bandwidth pricing
is based on the traffic profile of the charged source (e.g., the
values for the mean and the peak rate). Assuming that these
traffic parameters can be specified, the user is charged
according to a linear function, placed tangent to the effective
bandwidth curve of the source [73].
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Another pricing scheme that is perfectly tailored to
ATM/IntServ mechanisms is edge pricing, which calculates
charges based on expected values of congestion and routes. The
decoupling of pricing from usage and its association with con-
gestion at particular time instants following an admission con-
trol function illustrates its pertinence to ATM and IntServ.
Also, edge pricing is receiver-oriented (i.e. the end user is
charged as a receiver), which is conceptually in-line with several
content distribution applications [74]. Other Internet pricing
schemes that can be used with IntServ are presented in [75]. 

Most of the above schemes fall into the broad area of stat-
ic pricing policies, where the pricing function is independent
from the network utilization in the course of the transmis-
sion/session charged. Contrary to static pricing schemes,
dynamic pricing schemes calculate prices taking into account
the ongoing state of the networks. Thus, dynamic strategies
can react to traffic fluctuations, through keeping track of the
network traffic and accordingly providing users with the opti-
mal price for a particular time instant. A characteristic exam-
ple of a dynamic pricing scheme is responsive pricing.
Responsive pricing calculates prices based on the network
state and accordingly sends price signals to end users. End
users are then likely to adapt their behavior, thus achieving
overall network and economic efficiency [76]. Response pric-
ing, as well as other dynamic pricing mechanisms, are very
often criticized as being computationally complex and overall
impractical. Also, it seems quite hard for users to understand
and accept them.

No matter which pricing scheme is adopted, pricing can
have a direct impact on the functionality of the building
blocks discussed so far. In particular, pricing can be employed
as a means to supporting congestion avoidance, given that
high prices discourage users from injecting additional traffic
into the network. Moreover, the price of a network
service/connection may also impact the admission control pro-
cess, since it can act as an additional criterion. Dynamic pric-
ing strategies may also have an effect on the volume of traffic
offered by users and its distribution over time, which are valu-
able parameters in performing resource management, provi-
sioning, and network planning. Being a factor that can help
engineering a network, pricing can also be used in conjunction
with other traffic control functionality, such as the already dis-
cussed routing and policing functions. 

COMBINING BUILDING BLOCKS IN
NETWORK QOS DESIGN

In the previous section we surveyed research efforts toward
devising efficient mechanisms for the implementation of the
packet-level QoS building blocks that we identified earlier.
Most standardized QoS frameworks, such as these described
earlier, generally determine a fixed combination and place-
ment of these QoS building blocks in a network. As already
stated, however, it is not common to find an IP network
where a standardized QoS framework has been deployed
exactly as specified. This is chiefly due to the diversity and
heterogeneity of IP networks in terms of their architecture,
the capabilities of network devices, as well as the QoS require-
ments of applications and users.

It is thus more practical for a network designer or engi-
neer, instead of having to entirely adopt a specific standard-
ized QoS framework, to select among a pool of building
blocks and associated mechanisms that instantiate them and
subsequently craft the QoS architecture that best suits the
particular aspects of each network deployment. This selection
can be based upon a number of factors, such as:

• The architecture, resources, and technologies of the net-
work, e.g., whether it is an enterprise or service-provider
network, a campus network, or a WAN, whether it has
high or limited bandwidth resources, etc.

• The requirements of the network users and applications,
as well as the operational/business policies and require-
ments of the organization running the network.

• The capabilities of the network devices and the mecha-
nisms that they support in order to instantiate QoS build-
ing blocks.

• The complexity that the designer/engineer is willing to
deal with, in order to support QoS. Usually, the more
complex the QoS architecture and the more sophisticat-
ed the related mechanisms, the better and more fine-
grained is the resulting QoS.
Based on the above factors, the network designer can

select which blocks to combine, where to place them, and
which will be the specific mechanisms and algorithms for
the realization of each building block.  Furthermore,
depending on the underlying link-layer technologies, some
additional technology-specific mechanisms may be needed,
so as to ensure that the packet-level QoS achieved by the
building blocks is maintained across some special network
segments. Examples of such segments, in particular broad-
band access, mobile and optical networks, and their associ-
ated tools for maintaining packet-level QoS, are discussed
in the following section.

The approach of combining building blocks in order to
devise a QoS design is commonly followed [77], and it is not
entirely new. DiffServ can be considered as an intermediate
step toward this approach, since it specified a targeted combi-
nation of blocks and their placement, but left enough open
space to select to which extent the full or a partial combina-
tion will be used and which will be the specific mechanisms.
The forthcoming Recommendation Y.1291 of ITU-T SG13 is
a standards effort that adopts a building blocks approach in
devising a QoS architectural framework, as described in [6]. 

In the sequel, we illustrate the rationale that a network
designer may follow in order to devise a QoS architecture
using building blocks through some simple but indicative
examples. Through these examples we also stress another
important issue: when combining building blocks and selecting
specific mechanisms that instantiate them, these no longer
work in isolation, but rather the operation and performance
of each block is influenced by the selections made for another
block.

As a first simple example, we consider the interoperation
of congestion control with queue management. The vast
majority of relevant research results (e.g., [44, 45, 47]) con-
clude that, regardless of the particular topology and resources
of a network, enabling a queue management scheme at the
network nodes (even not at all of them) will boost the
throughput achieved by congestion control mechanisms of
TCP. The designer here needs to be aware that certain queue
management schemes are combined more efficiently with spe-
cific TCP implementations. Thus, knowledge of the dominant
TCP implementation in a network can result in a more opti-
mal choice of the mechanism to be realized in the queue man-
agement building block, provided of course that the network
devices can support it.

As a second example, we consider an organization run-
ning an enterprise-wide IP network, which is used to support
both the mission-critical business applications of the organi-
zation, as well as the Internet access needs, e.g. for Web
browsing. The organization has decided that the business
applications should be allocated a guaranteed portion of the
network resources and that the Internet traffic should be
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treated in a best-effort manner. To meet such a requirement,
a scheduling building block should be deployed in all net-
work devices. This block should be implemented with a
class-based queuing scheme, so that business application
traffic is classified and serviced by a separate queue to which
the scheduling algorithm assigns the desired priority and
guarantees resources. 

We can further complicate this example by assuming that
the organization wants to put a per-user quota to the band-
width available to each user for Web browsing. In such a case,
a QoS policy management block should be deployed in the
network, in combination with a policing block that needs to be
deployed at the Internet access links. The QoS policy manage-
ment block will control the policing block by enforcing the
parameters according to which the latter will monitor and for-
ward or drop Web traffic destined to each user.

Next we consider that this organization also adds VoIP as
an application. Since VoIP traffic demands stringent QoS
guarantees, the architecture of the QoS building blocks
deployed in this enterprise network will need considerable
revision. VoIP traffic is not elastic to queuing time fluctua-
tions, thus it needs an amount of network resources exclusive-
ly allocated to it. The class-based queuing implementation
should be modified by adding a separate queue for this traffic.
Because of the tight delay requirements of VoIP traffic, it is
usual to allocate a guaranteed amount of bandwidth to this
queue and service it with strict priority [77, 78]. However, this
amount of bandwidth will be able to accommodate a fixed
number of VoIP flows. Having more VoIP flows on a link will
result in violating their strict QoS requirements. Moreover, if
a strict priority queue is used for VoIP traffic, then the VoIP
traffic volume has to be kept at the allocated level, otherwise,
queues servicing the other traffic types may starve. Therefore,
a signaling and resource management block needs to be
deployed in combination with an admission control block, so
that the end stations can signal requests for VoIP call estab-
lishment that will subsequently be admitted or rejected,
depending on the availability of bandwidth. The implementa-
tion of these blocks is pertinent to the protocols and devices
selected for implementation of IP telephony (SIP, H.323,
gatekeeper, etc.). The routing building block can also play an
assisting role in such a case, by pinning specific routes for the
VoIP traffic, which are kept clear of the fluctuating traffic of
data applications. 

Now the co-existence of traffic responsive to congestion-
control (i.e., TCP) with non-responsive traffic (i.e., VoIP)
in a class-based queuing block demands attention to the
interoperation of queue management and queuing. Queue
management achieves the desired results only when applied
to traffic responsive to congestion control. On the contrary,
applying queue management to non-responsive traffic may
seriously degrade the QoS of such traffic. Thus, queue
management should not be applied to the queue servicing
VoIP traffic.

Lastly we consider an example involving interworking of IP
with a special link-layer technology: the deployment of wire-
less LAN hot-spots as an access segment to an IP-based infra-
structure. WLAN deployments are usually based on two
general scenarios. The first scenario refers to stand-alone hot-
spots that simply provide access to a fixed IP backbone. The
QoS-effective design of this scenario requires building blocks
that can guarantee efficient network provisioning and can
properly satisfy micro-mobility issues, when a mobile user
moves from one cell to another adjacent cell of the hot spot.
The first requirement is covered by a QoS policy management
block that enforces the appropriate policies between the
exploiter of the hot spot and the operator of the IP backbone,

while the second one is dealt with as an appropriate instantia-
tion of a QoS routing block. Note that in such settings routing
can be limited in the fixed IP backbone domain.

The second scenario refers to the case where the hot spots
constitute an alternative access network for the subscribers of
a cellular operator. In this case the QoS-effective design
requires building blocks that, besides ensuring the efficient
network provisioning, can properly satisfy macro-mobility
issues, when a mobile user moves from one access network
(e.g. WLAN) to another access network (e.g. GPRS). For
handling macro-mobility, appropriate instantiations of build-
ing blocks for inter-domain routing, resource management,
and admission control must be used. Apparently, the pricing
building block concerns both the above scenarios. 

QOS IN BROADBAND ACCESS, MOBILE AND
OPTICAL NETWORK SEGMENTS

Large-scale inter-networks consist of various network seg-
ments of different technologies, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Specif-
ically, networks encompass an access part, which can be based
on either wired or wireless access technologies. Roaming
users connect to IP intranets of the Internet through
mobile/wireless networking infrastructures. Moreover, back-
bone networks are increasingly relying on optical network
technologies. In the scope of highly heterogeneous large-scale
inter-networks (such as the Internet), IP is used as the main
internetworking protocol. 

Providing QoS in such large-scale inter-networks requires
more than a combination of the building blocks analyzed in
the previous section. because packet-level QoS control mech-
anisms are not sufficient to support quality services on cer-
tain network segments. As a result, additional
non-packet-level QoS mechanisms have been devised and
developed for these segments, with a view to maintain or
enhance the QoS provided by packet-level mechanisms. Net-
work operators can make use of these additional mechanisms
with a view to deploying QoS solutions spanning more than
one segment and technology. In this way, service quality is
significantly improved.

Even though such mechanisms are not directly related to
the building blocks outlined above, they have an impact on
research work related to advancing several building blocks.
This is because their deployment (e.g., in access, wireless,
mobile, and optical networks) has to deal with the interwork-
ing with IP QoS mechanisms outlined in previous sections.
Such an interworking is a prerequisite to achieving seamless
QoS provisioning across network segments and technologies.
Moreover, research is required to achieve a longer term
objective, which is to automate provisioning processes across
heterogeneous network segments.

In the sequel, we highlight key technologies targeting
QoS issues in the scope of such network segments, while also
discussing their interworking with conventional IP QoS
frameworks. As far as access networks are concerned, we
focus on broadband access technologies. With respect to
mobile networks, we report on the QoS efforts undertaken
in the scope of third generation (3G) mobile systems, while
also providing information on QoS support for composite
radio infrastructures. A more thorough survey of QoS in the
mobile computing environment is given in [79]. With respect
to optical network solutions we focus on recent efforts
toward integrating a control plane into optical network ele-
ments. This control plane aims at offering traffic control
capabilities, smart QoS services, and optimizing interworking
with neighboring IP networks.
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BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORKS

The bandwidth abundance in the network core, along with the
deployment of QoS mechanisms, render the access network
segment (i.e., the “last mile”) an important bottleneck, espe-
cially for residential users. QoS in the last mile can also be
controlled at the IP layer by employing some of the building
blocks described earlier in this article, such as: scheduling,
policing, and queue management. However, due to the nature
of some access technologies, it is important to employ QoS
mechanisms specific to each technology and moreover to
employ them in a way that interworks with the mechanisms
deployed at the IP layer.

For instance, in DSL access networks, traffic passes
through at least one ATM switch (the DSLAM) and some-
times through an entire ATM network, before reaching the
first IP hop. It is possible that all traffic is transmitted on a
single ATM VC, which means that the ATM-based access
network will treat all IP traffic types with the same service
level, regardless of the service level they have been assigned at
the IP layer. Consider, for example, a user receiving VoIP and
Web traffic. Even though these two traffic types may be dif-
ferentiated at the IP hop, they share the same ATM VC
through the DSL access network. This means that in case con-
gestion occurs in the ATM switches, it cannot be guaranteed
that VoIP traffic will maintain the desired QoS. Mapping traf-
fic of different IP service classes to different ATM VCs of an
appropriate ATM service class can permit guaranteeing QoS
end-to-end. In our example, VoIP could be mapped to a CBR
VC.

Likewise, in a cable access network several issues stem
from the fact that users may share the bandwidth of a coaxial
segment of the cable infrastructure. On the one hand, it
should be guaranteed that each user has access to a fair and
committed share of the coaxial segment’s bandwidth, and on
the other hand, that flows belonging to different IP service
levels are prioritized accordingly, when transmitted over the
cable network. Such tasks should be undertaken by the MAC
protocol of the cable network. The DOCSIS Radio Frequency
Interface Specification (v. 1.1), by CableLabs, Inc., specifies
an enhanced MAC protocol for data-over-cable networks that
addresses such QoS issues. The basic concept for DOCSIS 
v. 1.1 QoS is the service flow, a sequence of packets that is
assigned a certain priority for accessing the shared medium
through the DOCSIS Medium Access Control scheduling
algorithm. Higher-layer protocol flows can be mapped to
MAC service flows according to various criteria (IP addresses,
ToS byte/DSCP, application port numbers, etc.) so that they
are assigned the appropriate resources by the MAC layer both
in the upstream as well as in the downstream direction. In this
manner the QoS of IP flows can be maintained over a cable
access network.

Similar concepts also need to be applied in the case of a
Wireless LAN access network, such as IEEE 802.11a/b/g.
Here again, users are contending for access to a shared medi-
um, the 802.11a/b/g frequency band. Fair access to this medi-
um is governed by the Distributed Coordination Function
(DCF), the most widely adopted 802.11 MAC algorithm. The
IEEE 802.11 working group has defined, within the 802.11e
specification, an enhancement to DCF that allows different
flows to have different priorities for accessing the radio links
by altering the inter-frame space and collision backoff timer
of the DCF.

MOBILE NETWORKS

Current state of the art mobile networks are based on third
generation (3G) systems. 3G was originally conceived by ITU
as a single worldwide standard called FLMTS (Future Land
Mobile Telecommunication System). After the ITU phase
ended in about 1998, two bodies — 3GPP and 3GPP2 —
completed the first standardization of the two flavors of 3G,
known as UMTS [80] (developed and promoted by Europe
and Japan) and cdma2000 [81] (developed and promoted by
North America), respectively. Several of the building blocks
presented in the previous sections work together in providing
QoS in current releases of UMTS and cdma2000 systems. 

3G systems can be divided into three network parts: the air
interface, the radio access network (RAN), and the core net-
work. The air interface concerns the technology of the radio
hop from the terminal to the base station. The RAN is the
glue that links the core network to the base stations and deals
with most of the consequences of the terminal’s mobility. In
well designed networks, the air interface will be the major
bottleneck where most congestion and QoS violations will
take place. Appropriate functions, mechanisms, and schemes
activated by the corresponding building blocks distributed
between the terminal and the RAN undertake to guarantee
QoS provisioning over the radio link. 

For the UMTS RAN (UTRAN), the corresponding stan-
dards [82] foresee functionality pertinent to the IP QoS build-
ing blocks. These include admission control, resource
management (i.e. power and code management), packet
scheduling, and mobility management. Note that as the stan-
dards do not specify exactly how QoS is implemented in
UTRAN, but only how QoS is signaled across the provided
interfaces, the different operators implement their own
schemes for the realization of the mentioned QoS building
blocks. Ultimately, QoS provisioning in UMTS is achieved
through the concept of “bearers.” A bearer is a service provid-
ing a particular QoS level between two defined points invok-
ing the appropriate schemes for either the creation of QoS
guaranteed circuits, or the enforcement of special QoS treat-
ments for specific packets. The selection of bearers with the
appropriate characteristics constitutes the basis for UMTS
QoS provisioning. Each UMTS bearer is characterized by a
number of quality and performance factors. The most impor-
tant factors are: 
• The bearer’s traffic class. Four traffic classes have been

defined in the scope of the UMTS framework (i.e., con-
versational, streaming, interactive, and background).

• Whether or not the requested class is negotiable.
• The bearer’s maximum bit rate and guaranteed bit rate.

As already mentioned, an alternative method for the devel-
opment of the 3G systems is the U.S. cdma2000 flavor, which
unfortunately is not compatible with UMTS. Targeting an all-
IP solution based on existing Internet protocols and stan-
dards, 3GPP2 and the U.S. standards group TIA
(Telecommunications Industry Association) promote for the
cdma2000 systems a packet core network (PCN) that can
deliver services using IP protocols from end to end. Due to
the all-IP goal, the work in 3GPP2 is closely tied to work in
the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force). The major dif-
ference between the PCN and UMTS is in the maner in which
mobility management is handled. In UMTS, this is handled in
the HLR (home location register) and uses SS7 signaling,
while in the PCN it is based on mobile IP, an Internet mobili-
ty concept. PCN and UMTS evolutions might be expected to
converge, although backward compatibility with their earlier
releases is one stumbling block.

According to [83], end to end QoS support in the
cdma2000 systems is going to be provided via one or more
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instances of a packet data service. Two types of packet data
service instances have been specified: main service and auxil-
iary service. The main service instance is set up during the ini-
tial establishment of a packet data service. This packet data
service instance normally has default QoS characteristics that
are based on the subscriber’s AAA (authorization, authentica-
tion, accounting) profile and local policy. The auxiliary service
instance is set up on-demand to support a required QoS
greater than the default QoS characteristics that are config-
ured for the main service instance. This packet data service
instance has QoS characteristics that are based on the request
of the user, limited by the subscriber’s QoS profile and local
policy. The subscriber’s QoS profile contains limits on the
resources that can be authorized for use by a subscriber.
These limits may include maximum allowed bandwidth, mini-
mum delay, or minimum packet loss rate, and may contain
default values greater than best-effort, when no specific QoS
request is signaled. One or more auxiliary service instances
may be established by a mobile user based on the number of
applications in use, each requiring different QoS attributes.
Note that as in the UMTS case, with respect to the QoS
attributes four traffic classes (i.e., conversational, streaming,
interactive, and background) are defined. In the cdma2000
systems, the radio resources are allocated per service instance
to ensure that the requested QoS requirements for a user’s
application are satisfied. If the necessary resources are not
available, an attempt should be made to negotiate a lower
QoS.

Similar to the UMTS case, the cdma200 standards [84] do
not specify exactly which schemes are implemented for the
realization of the QoS building blocks. When a mobile station

establishes a packet data service, it originates a main service
instance and may open one or more auxiliary service instances,
to carry traffic that is not suitable for the main service
instance. For example, a mobile station may have a main ser-
vice instance for TCP and an auxiliary service instance to
carry an RTP video stream. Various IETF-based traffic map-
ping and processing techniques can be applied to the flows
carried by the service instances. The mobile station defines
these techniques in such a way that downlink packets are
routed to the service instance that matches the characteristics
of the receiving application. Furthermore, in accordance with
the differentiated services standard, a mobile station can mark
its packet according to the corresponding user profile. The
PCN may re-mark the packets according to local policies in
cases where the type of marking is not authorized. Moreover,
the PCN can reject service requests through appropriate
admission control schemes, in order to preserve the QoS of
the requests being served.

Besides UMTS and cdma2000 3G systems, various other
technologies have contributed to the current success of
mobile/wireless communication, including the family of broad-
band radio access networks (such as IEEE 802.11 and HIPER-
LAN) and the wireless broadcasting technologies, such as
digital video broadcasting (DVB-satellite and terrestrial). Apart
from the evolutionary paths of individual technologies, consid-
erable interest has been recently directed toward the additional
benefits that may arise from their joint exploitation. Interoper-
ability in the network among various air interfaces (and other
access media) become more and more important as wireless
service providers expand the scope of their telecommunications
businesses through partnerships and increased service offerings.
In this context, it seems that the 4G systems will be networks of
networks with good synergy that will be beneficial to global
operators and to the industry as a whole.

In addition to 3G/4G systems, the concept of composite
radio networks gains an important place in this emerging
mobile/wireless setting. A composite radio system is not sim-
ply a system where terminals switch to alternative access net-
works through a vertical handover upon loss of coverage, but
rather as a system where its constituent components coordi-
nate intelligently, toward exploiting the increased potential for
optimization that becomes possible when these constituents
are jointly operated. Operation at this level of intelligence
presupposes the existence of appropriate management func-
tionality; such functionality is assumed to be available at both
the composite network and the wireless terminals. The man-
agement functionality possessed by the terminals is intended
to capture a localized “view” of the system, in accordance
with the conditions pertaining to each particular terminal.
Consequently, relevant optimizations (intelligent selection of
the appropriate radio segment) are of a distributed character;
furthermore, they are scalable and may operate at a near real-
time fashion. 

Figure 5 illustrates a composite radio environment consist-
ing of three radio segments: WLAN (IEEE802.11b), DVB-T,
and GPRS.

The management functionality possessed by the terminals
is intended to capture a localized “view” of the system, in
accordance with the conditions pertaining to each particular
terminal. Consequently, relevant optimizations (intelligent
selection of the appropriate radio segment) are of a distribut-
ed character; furthermore, they are scalable and may operate
at a near real-time fashion.

On a more global scale, optimal joint utilization of the het-
erogeneous resources in the composite environment is
achieved through a composite network process, which should
be capable of:

n Figure 5. Example composite radio infrastructure.
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• Monitoring and analyzing the performance and the ser-
vice QoS levels that may be achieved over the various
segments of the composite radio infrastructure.

• Performing dynamic reconfigurations of the overall man-
aged infrastructure and/or appropriately redistributing
the traffic load to the radio segments, as a result of
resource management strategies for handling new envi-
ronment conditions (i.e., traffic load, mobility levels, etc.)
in an efficient manner.

OPTICAL NETWORKS

Most optical deployments to date have focused on providing
high-capacity point-to-point bandwidth pipes between adja-
cent client equipment (e.g., SONET/SDH Digital Cross-con-
nects (DXC) or IP routers). The introduction of Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (WDM) made it possible to transmit
vast amounts of traffic over a single optical fiber. This high
bandwidth availability came with a trend toward removing
processing layers between optical transport and IP, which is
expressed as a proliferation of IP over WDM networks. This
reduction of layers provides opportunities for more cost effec-
tive operation and management of the optical backbone net-
work. QoS is mainly addressed based on bandwidth abundance
and over-provisioning.

However, more sophisticated QoS features are provided in
emerging optical architectures, as operators seek ways to
reduce their capital and operational expenses through
automating provisioning and management of lightpaths [85].
It is envisaged that automated provisioning will provide flexi-
bility into deploying new revenue generating services (e.g.,
Storage Area Networks (SANs), Optical VPNs, and Grid Net-
working Services). Automating the provisioning and manage-
ment of lightpaths requires the introduction of a control plane
on optical networking elements (i.e., OXC — Optical Cross
Connects). Based on this control plane, it is also possible to
control QoS characteristics of the lighpaths.

Much effort has been allocated toward this control plane,
both from standard bodies and the industry. These efforts
resulted in protocols such as the Multi-Protocol Lambda
Switching (MPLambdaS), the Generalized Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (GMPLS), the Optical Network-to-Network
interface (O-NNI), and the Optical Signaling and Routing
Protocol (OSRP). Following these initiatives, the ITU-T
defined the Automatic Switched Optical Network (ASON)
[86], as a more specific case of another model, namely the
Automatically Switched Transport Network (ASTN). ASON
and ASTN are protocol-independent, since ITU-T has focused
on defining the frameworks and then specifying the protocols.
The IETF has focused on the Generalized Multiprotcol Label
Switching (GMPLS) [87] toward specifying control algorithms

and protocols for the optical control
plane. GMPLS extends label switching to
lambda and fiber switching, and accord-
ingly provides extended versions of the
LDP (IETF RFC 3212) and RSVP pro-
tocols (IETF RFC 3473). Apart from
GMPLS, there are also alternative pro-
posals exploiting other control protocols
such as ATM’s PNNI [66].

Based on ASON functionality and its
supporting control protocols, QoS fea-
tures can also be implemented in the
emerging optical backbone networks that
are expected to serve several client (e.g.,
IP, MPLS, DiffServ) sub-networks.
ASON networks support traffic control

functionality at the lightpath level. Switched lightpaths can be
established on demand subject to specific bandwidth con-
straints, as well as subject to particular routing policies. The
amount of bandwidth as well as the required routing of the
lightpath can be determined based on the demands of the
client network. Traditional tele-traffic models (e.g., Poisson,
Fredericks, Engset) can be considered toward modeling the
arrival of requests for switched lightpaths, as well as their
holding times [88].

The optical backbone network supports traffic engineering
mechanisms toward alleviating potential traffic congestion
resulting from shortest path routing. This is accomplished
through exploiting the control plane for routing traffic based
on the traffic load conditions of the network. A popular
mechanism is “traffic grooming,” which allows reuse of
already established lightpaths as part of an end-to-end con-
nection through the optical network [89]. Using existing con-
nections for routing additional client traffic minimizes the cost
function for any new connection (i.e. less signaling is
required), while at the same time optimizing network resource
utilization. In the scope of a dynamic routing scheme, using
active lightpaths instead of establishing new lightpaths is
accomplished through assigning a lower cost to active paths in
the scope of the route calculation process. 

Additional resilience mechanisms are another QoS feature
supported by ASON networks. As far as resilience at the opti-
cal layer is concerned, ASON/GMPLS networks allow for
establishing alternative backup paths through signaling, which
is a much more cost effective option than conventional 1+1
protection used in SONET/SDH networks. Apart from cost
effective single-layer network resilience, ASON networks can
also provide multi-layer resilience by allowing traffic to be
rerouted at the client subnetworks, in cases where recovery at
the optical layer is not possible [90, 91]. This is accomplished
since ASON networks operate as server backbone networks
serving multiple client subnetworks (Fig. 6). As shown in Fig.
6, an ASON network is likely to carry traffic from multiple
client networks (e.g., MPLS, ATM, IP). Note that some of
these client networks are likely to implement QoS mecha-
nisms based on the building blocks concept. ASON QoS
mechanisms boost end-to-end provisioning of QoS services.

As a result, ASON networks and their supporting control
mechanisms (e.g., GMPLS) provide several QoS mechanisms.
The majority of these mechanisms are directly derived from
traditional IP control algorithms and protocols. Moreover,
most of these mechanisms are readily available for deploy-
ment. Toward a wider end-to-end scenario, interworking
issues between client and optical backbone networks need to
be studied. Solving interworking issues will be greatly facilitat-
ed by the pertinence of optical control protocols to IP (e.g.,
MPLS/GMPLS, RSVP/RSVP-TE) [92].

n Figure 6. Client IP-based networks connected to an ASON optical backbone.
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CONCLUSIONS

After more than a decade of active research on IP QoS mech-
anisms, there are still numerous issues to be addressed. Over-
provisioning solutions employed in the backbone networks
seem to have limitations when it comes to supporting the
wave of emerging mission-critical IP applications, such as
VoIP. At the same time the evolution of IP-based infrastruc-
tures into large-scale networks comprising numerous IP and
non-IP segments poses new challenges. Addressing these chal-
lenges demands that additional non-packet-level QoS mecha-
nisms are deployed in the respective segments. A prominent
example is the convergence of 3G networks with the Internet,
toward providing Internet access to roaming users. No single
global end-to-end framework can provide QoS to large-scale
heterogeneous IP networks, as envisioned in the early days of
QoS research. An appropriate blending of packet-level, but
also non-packet-level mechanisms, is required to offer QoS. 

Packet-level QoS mechanisms can be applied in various
ways in the scope of IP/ATM/MPLS-based segments. Conven-
tional QoS frameworks, such as IntServ, DiffServ, and ATM,
suggest ways for providing QoS in these segments. Most
importantly, these frameworks identify the main building
blocks of a QoS solution, namely admission control, shaping
and policing, signaling and resource management, queuing
and scheduling, congestion control and queue management,
QoS routing, QoS policy management, and QoS pricing.
Based on these building blocks, several other combinations
(i.e. different from those suggested in standard frameworks)
are possible toward customized QoS solutions. The nature
and objectives of these solutions will in most cases drive the
combination of building blocks. Specifically, in combining the
building blocks, network engineers must take into account:
• The architecture, resources, and technologies of the net-

work.
• The requirements of the network users and applications,

as well as of the organizations running the network.
• The capabilities of the network elements of the network

with respect to QoS support.
• The target complexity and cost of the solution.

Fortunately, there is a host of research results and mecha-
nisms for each one of these building blocks, as we discussed
earlier. These results constitute a sound basis for applying and
combining the various building blocks in the scope of opera-
tional networks. Moreover, they provide a foundation for fur-
ther research into improving the performance and efficiency
of IP mechanisms, in line with the “building blocks” approach. 

In segments where IP QoS control is not applicable, there
is a need to deploy other QoS solutions, depending on the
technology of the particular segment. 3GPP2/UMTS standards
provide support to wireless/mobile users accessing the IP net-
work. At the same time, backbone optical infrastructures are
augmented with control planes toward enhancing QoS support
in the scope of all optical backbone networks. It is therefore
important that IP QoS research takes into account these non-
packet-level mechanisms, so as to boost development of inter-
working solutions where appropriate. By and large, improving
the performance of QoS mechanisms, while also solving scala-
bility and deployment problems, seems to be a key prerequisite
for their penetration in the ubiquitous IP networks. 
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